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I was recently asked which of my stock would be the best for a beginner. I said I would 
write this for the group because I want to talk about and explain hybrid vitality. I love my 
new zealand whites. They are big girls, throw big litters and are just awesome meat 
bricks. I love my californians, they are awesome moms, will foster just about anything, 
they are great milk producers and can often raise up to 12 or 13 rabbits theirs or 
somebody else's. 
 
So which is best? What should somebody get who is starting a small rabbitry. Well, it's 
really hard for me if you only want a trio. But then I recommend either a NZW buck and 
two Cali does; or a Cali buck and two NZW does. Why? Hybrid Vitality. Hybrid Vitality is 
a standard term used in all of livestock. It had a great definition, I wish I would have 
copied it down. Anyway, what happens when you cross breed, you get hybrid vitality. 
You get a cross of the two breeds, but you also get a special spark that occurs that 
causes the babies to be like super growers. They grow fasters, more vibrant and are 
usually overall healthier than a pure of either breed. Taking advantage of hybrid vitality 
within my standard stock is what can get you to 5# in 8 weeks on most of my stock. If 
you wanted four does, I would then recommend a buck of each and two toes of each, 
that way you could cross each way for the hybrid vitality, and also have pures if you 
wanted, in case you wanted to sell some breeding stock as well. That is the basic 
concept and ask any questions if you have experience with hybrid vitality or questions 
about it or how it works. 
 
The page below was provided by David James.  It is straight out of a textbook on 
Animal Science.  It explains hybrid vitality for sheep.  I hope it helps you to understand 
better what I am trying to explain and why I like to utilize hybrid vitality for meat 
production. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/carla.clark.7311?hc_location=stream


 


